Coordinates, DNA content and heterogeneity of cell nuclei and segments of the Caenorhabditis elegans intestine.
A specific protocol allowed to selectively stain and image the cell nuclei of the intestine of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans. Digital processing of these images yielded quantitative information on the coordinates and the relative DNA content of these cell nuclei. With this technique, the exact locations (in relation to the length of worm or intestine) of the 20 intestinal cell nuclei of larval stage L1 and of the 34 intestinal cell nuclei of larval stages L2-4 and adults were determined. Tracking the DNA content of an individual intestinal cell nuclei allowed to study nuclear DNA endoreduplications during larval growth. The evaluation of the DNA content of all intestinal cell nuclei revealed a strong heterogeneity between the cell nuclei and intestinal segments with a maximum in segments int4-int5 in the L1 stage and int5-int6 in the L2-L4 stages. Minimum values were detected in the segments int2 and int8-int9 of all larval stages. Heterogeneity between the intestinal segments of C. elegans does not only concern the DNA content of cell nuclei, but also other cellular features like the quantity of intracellular vesicles or the absorption of particles out of the intestinal lumen.